Introduction {#section1-0306312719864164}
============

The central mechanisms underpinning the reproduction of the scientific workforce in most countries -- academic rituals such as tenure committee meetings and peer review for funding programs -- involve processes of competitive selection ([@bibr34-0306312719864164]; [@bibr42-0306312719864164]; [@bibr57-0306312719864164]). Researchers deemed accomplished in a given area of study are tasked with assessing and selecting typically younger peers to become future leaders of institutions, projects, and people. These evaluative processes rely on instruments meant to inform comparisons between often large numbers of applicants. Chief among these instruments is the academic CV (*curriculum vitae*), which documents individual career trajectories in terms of categories that are abstract and partly quantifiable, such as authorship of publications, citation-based metrics, and previously acquired grants.

In this article, we study how referees mobilize personal experience of scientific practice in the interpretation of academic CVs. Peer review is often said to be a uniquely suitable form of quality control because of the ability of scientists to contextualize the merits and potential of their colleagues on the fly ([@bibr43-0306312719864164]; [@bibr46-0306312719864164]). But how exactly does that work? How do referees draw on their understandings of scientific activity to qualify biographical evidence of applicants, and how does this affect what forms of comparison are enacted? Such an analytical focus, we argue, constitutes an important complement to the previous studies that have looked at how CVs, or parts thereof, such as bibliometric information, are used in peer review. Some studies have argued that CVs' information is used to reduce complexity of evaluative situations, for example by allowing applicants to be ranked on the basis of productivity or citation-based metrics ([@bibr10-0306312719864164]; [@bibr26-0306312719864164]; [@bibr42-0306312719864164]; [@bibr52-0306312719864164]). While this captures an important potential use of CVs and indicators, it is equally important to avoid slipping into a functionalist perspective -- we should not assume that referees will automatically engage in reductive forms of comparison when asked to take evaluative decisions under resource and time constraints. To be sure, previous studies point out that referees often reflect on what information from a given CV should be used or not used in a particular case, and that the expertise of reviewing may gradually be redefined as referees develop technical knowledge of indicators ([@bibr26-0306312719864164]). This presupposes, however, that such a redefinition will leave untouched the substance of the categories and their indicators. Put differently, the emphasis on complexity reduction implies a more or less unilateral determination of evaluative practices through a stable framework for representing academic career trajectories, or, perhaps, a choice not to use this framework at all.

In this article, we conceptualize the evaluation of biographical evidence as a generative interplay between an historically grown, administrative infrastructure (the CV), and a situated evaluative practice in which the representational function of that infrastructure is itself interpreted and established ([@bibr32-0306312719864164]). We propose to think of the use of CVs in peer review as a doubly comparative practice, where referees not only compare applicants with each other or to an imagined ideal of excellence, but also to their own experience-based understandings of practices and the conceptual assumptions that underpin CV categories. This actually means that the relation between CV categories and scientific practice is renegotiated and updated in every review situation. The outcome of this interplay should not be seen as predetermined by situational pressures, as biobibliographic categories may themselves come to be problematized and reshaped in the process.

Biographical evidence of scientists as a basis for peer review {#section2-0306312719864164}
==============================================================

Although peer review has been the subject of longstanding philosophical and normative discussions ([@bibr6-0306312719864164], [@bibr7-0306312719864164]), attempts to empirically open up and theorize the black box of evaluative decision-making in funding contexts are relatively recent (e.g. [@bibr25-0306312719864164]; [@bibr34-0306312719864164]; [@bibr37-0306312719864164]; [@bibr47-0306312719864164]; [@bibr55-0306312719864164]). [@bibr34-0306312719864164] bases her landmark contribution on an empirical study of peer review panels in five major American funding programs. She provides a detailed analysis of the conversational dynamics among members of review panels. These interactions gradually give rise to particular ways of conceptualizing quality and potential in proposed research projects. Review processes are pictured as a situated practice constrained by the need to process large numbers of applicants in a very limited amount of time. The focus on conversational interaction, however, also results in a certain analytical neglect of the role that particular supplementary materials such as CVs play in the review process, and of how referees actually go about interpreting biographical information.

Focusing on a slightly different type of evaluative practice, namely academic hiring processes, [@bibr42-0306312719864164] dedicates more explicit conceptual attention to how referees make use of academic CVs. She argues that members of tenure committees initially tend to look for disqualifying criteria in a CV to reduce the number of applicants. In a second step, referees compare researchers on the basis of positive indications. [@bibr42-0306312719864164]: 127ff) here draws on the concept of 'judgment devices' as proposed by [@bibr28-0306312719864164], [@bibr29-0306312719864164]), that is, mechanisms to facilitate purchase decisions in markets of incommensurable and only partly price-dependent goods (movies, art, medical services, luxury goods, etc.). Examples of judgment devices include reviews by professional critics, rankings or established brand names, all of which can act as mechanisms for customers to delegate the assessment of the quality of a good to other actors who are considered more competent. Musselin argues that the decision-making processes of tenure committees are generally analogous to the techniques through which buyers choose between goods in the above-described markets. Referees regularly draw on CVs, combining various judgment devices to select individual applicants out of a pool. This includes aspects such as the number of articles a candidate has published, the reputation of the publication venue as determined by citation indices, and the perceived prestige of the institution that awarded a doctoral degree ([@bibr26-0306312719864164]; see also [@bibr52-0306312719864164]). In other words, the central categories that constitute the academic CV here are primarily pictured as devices through which singular phenomena -- the unique biographies of researchers -- are transformed into at least partially comparable entities.

While this type of analysis constitutes a very useful first step, there are also aspects it tends to downplay. First, by emphasizing the complexity-reducing potential of categories and indicators, the judgment device perspective limits what constructivist scholars would call the 'interpretive flexibility' of the CV as an administrative technology ([@bibr45-0306312719864164]). Categories are pictured as essentially stable and unchanging entities that either shape evaluative practice or that referees sometimes choose to ignore ([@bibr26-0306312719864164]). Second, it pictures the use of particular indicators in the review situation as primarily guided and constrained by the immediate need to select candidates. Factors such as disciplinary culture and personal experience only enter the analysis to the extent that referees in different fields will privilege different types of indicators (e.g. historians privilege monograph publications over journal articles).

However, unlike customers in markets who tend to delegate their judgment to more competent actors, a distinctive feature about peer review is, by definition, that referees are themselves considered experts in how to compare academic career trajectories. One of the most important rationales for peer review is the highly specialized character of scientific work, which suggests that only individuals sufficiently grounded in a field should be entrusted with defining evaluative criteria and interpreting the merits and potential of their colleagues ([@bibr39-0306312719864164]; [@bibr43-0306312719864164]; [@bibr46-0306312719864164]). Naturally, this principle of self-reproduction can also be seen in more ambiguous terms. The tendency of researchers to assess contributions of younger peers in terms of quality criteria derived from their own scientific experience may contribute to a structural conservatism, not least regarding how scientific work is represented for administration and review ([@bibr12-0306312719864164]; [@bibr20-0306312719864164]; [@bibr33-0306312719864164]; [@bibr51-0306312719864164]). The spread of formal research evaluation practices has given the longstanding discussion about the ambivalent role of experience-based judgment in peer review an interesting new spin. In the understanding of many academics, the expertise of human peers should provide a safeguard against mechanical reliance on quantitative comparison in evaluative settings. But there is also a growing number of empirical studies ([@bibr41-0306312719864164]; [@bibr48-0306312719864164]) that demonstrate precisely the thorough embedding of metrics in routine epistemic decision-making across fields. Arguably, the problem is no longer whether particular indicators are used in peer review in the first place, but rather what exact representational function referees accord to them.

While disagreeing in a number of important respects, then, these diverse perspectives also cohere in emphasizing the significance of more basic conceptual questions: How do researchers mobilize their lived experiences when engaging in review work? And how do such interpretive practices (re)shape the categories according to which career trajectories are compared in peer review? In the following section, we propose a conceptual framework that allows us to turn these questions into a tractable empirical problem.

The interpretation of CVs as a doubly comparative practice {#section3-0306312719864164}
==========================================================

In this article, we treat the CV as an infrastructural administrative technology that encourages referees to look at and compare scientific biographies in terms of a number of standardized biobibliographic categories. However, to appreciate the agency of referees in interpreting such information, it is necessary to acknowledge its constructed character. Publication lists, citation scores, or track records of acquired funding may appear as natural forms of representing and comparing academic career trajectories, but only because they hide the preceding efforts necessary to warrant their temporary stability ([@bibr53-0306312719864164]; [@bibr56-0306312719864164]).

The work that is necessary to construct comparative instruments has been analyzed in exemplary fashion in a recent article by [@bibr49-0306312719864164]. Schinkel's case study traces how scientists achieve comparability of historical and contemporary climate data through artfully interweaving preceding comparisons, thereby stabilizing similarity/difference relations that are considered useful for the purpose at hand. Particularly important here is cordoning off a space of relevant analytical variables through ensuring that certain key elements can be considered immutable across time and space. Once this 'comparity work' is accomplished, it is black-boxed in devices that provide a mobile framework through which users can look at material and make sense of it in terms of the previously stabilized 'ontological object space' ([@bibr49-0306312719864164]: 377). However, mobilizing a comparative instrument is not a mechanical matter. As with any type of scientific equipment, wielding it effectively requires users to be intimately familiar with their technology, and with the properties and possible contingencies of the phenomena to which it is applied.

[@bibr21-0306312719864164] theorize that the reliability of particular comparative instruments is often locally established by the users, depending on the situation and the larger assemblage of practices in which they may be embedded. Another way of putting this is to say that applying a comparative instrument even in relatively routinized circumstances actually requires users to perform a *situated* comparison -- namely one between the assumptions built into the technology and the conditions experienced in the situation in which it is used. This situated comparison can serve to adjust or calibrate the instrument for the purpose at hand ([@bibr17-0306312719864164]; [@bibr49-0306312719864164]: 15--16). It can also, however, create situations where comparative instruments are found to be fundamentally inadequate, for example, because they do not take into account unexpected properties of the encountered phenomena. When this happens, users are forced to reflect on the shortcomings of the technologically instantiated comparative framework, and they may literally or figuratively open up the instrument, in the sense of disassembling either its material or conceptual building blocks ([@bibr38-0306312719864164]; see also [@bibr40-0306312719864164]). Such a reflection does not necessarily mean that the comparative activity is permanently stalled. Instead, the perceived initial inadequacy of an instrument in a given situation can prompt the users to rethink their comparative practice ([@bibr31-0306312719864164]; see also [@bibr18-0306312719864164]). Through their situated reflexive effort, users may end up adding to or altering the stabilized acts of comparison that make up the instrument, and in the process give rise to new objects of comparison that make more sense in the given situation.

We suggest that the use of CVs in peer review can be usefully analyzed in these conceptual terms. For one, taking the type of analysis provided by Schinkel as a model, the categories that constitute the academic CV can be considered to consist of particular kinds of black-boxed comparity work. CVs are usually divided according to a number of elements: educational and employment history, publication lists and citation-based metrics, previous successful grant applications, administrative and teaching experience, etc. The categories can actually be seen as a standardized script that tells researchers how to represent and interpret information about academic career trajectories. In [@bibr49-0306312719864164] terminology, this framework illustrates the practice of cordoning off a space of relevant comparative variables through declaring some elements as immutable across time and space. A first fundamental assumption implicit in the CV is that the individual scientist is a basic organizational unit that exists in the same form across different research practices and fields, and that provides a meaningful unit of evaluative comparison for peer review. A further generalizing assumption is that the individual scientist can be usefully characterized by a number of more specific properties, such as successful grant applications, authorship of publications, and particular citation metrics. Having co-evolved with the gradual institutionalization of scientific work and intellectual property conventions ([@bibr2-0306312719864164]; [@bibr3-0306312719864164]; [@bibr15-0306312719864164]), these biobibliographic categories presuppose a range of comparative assumptions in their own right. This includes the idea that scientists carry responsibility and ownership for the claims they circulate in academic publications ([@bibr3-0306312719864164]), as well as the idea that citations indicate the relevance of these contributions to the scientific community ([@bibr59-0306312719864164]). CV categories are sustained by a host of distributed activities, part of which are invisible to scientists ([@bibr44-0306312719864164]). Infrastructural services such as ORCID and commercial actors such as Clarivate Analytics and Elsevier constantly generate and maintain bibliographic information, thus allowing for relatively easy retrieval of preformatted citation and publication data. This distributed work in turn is crucial to sustain the impression that categories such as authorship of publications are a natural (rather than constructed and painstakingly maintained) basis for comparison ([@bibr36-0306312719864164]; [@bibr53-0306312719864164]).

However, referees appear to rarely mobilize CV information in a strictly mechanical fashion, for example in the sense of simply adding up publication figures and comparing candidates on that basis. Instead, much as scientists adjust and calibrate their scientific equipment to the conditions of field sites to ensure effective use, referees tend to qualify the abstract accounts found in CVs on the basis of an experience-based knowledge of scientific practice. Such a situated comparison is in part prompted by the discrepancy between the standardized character of the CV and a constantly changing reality of scientific work across very diverse fields ([@bibr1-0306312719864164]; [@bibr22-0306312719864164]; [@bibr30-0306312719864164]; [@bibr57-0306312719864164]). CV categories, in other words, are too unspecific to make much sense on their own terms; they need to be contextualized on the fly. For example, when interpreting productivity and publication output of an applicant, referees will draw on their understanding of the collaborative and authorship conventions dominant in an epistemic culture. Similarly, when interpreting the success of a candidate in attracting funds, they will contextualize the respective parts of a CV in their knowledge of the material and human resources necessary for research in a given field, as well as their knowledge of relevant funding sources. But by arguing that referees *compare* their personal experiences with the assumptions that underpin CV categories, we also wish to convey that this is more than just a cognitive necessity for interpreting abstract accounts. The review situation should also be understood as a 'test' in [@bibr5-0306312719864164] sense, that is, a principally underdetermined situation where individuals must decide between competing normative possibilities. The use of the CV requires referees to reconsider repeatedly the legitimacy of certain forms of representing biographical trajectories, and perhaps to challenge evaluative categories where they are found to rub against personal experience.

In the following analysis, we discuss three different ways in which the review situation can unfold. This empirical selection is meant to present distinct and analytically interesting situations, and is not empirically exhaustive. First, we analyze an arguably widespread practice where referees draw on their first-hand understanding of scientific practice to 'calibrate' their qualitative or quantitative expectations towards a CV. This often goes along with a specific dynamic in which personal experiences are actively realigned with the conceptual assumptions of the CV in the course of the review. Second, we focus on the interpretation of CVs in Big Science. This allows us to explore how referees qualify biographical evidence in research fields whose highly collaborative organization starkly contrasts with the conceptual focus of the CV on the individual scientist. In the last part of the empirical section, we analyze the situation in which the comparison between CV categories and the referees' personal experience results in an outright discrepancy, in the sense that certain categories are perceived as a distortion of good evaluative practice.

Sources and methods {#section4-0306312719864164}
===================

The empirical material for this article was collected as part of a larger project in which we analyze the review process in a prestigious fellowship program at a German university. The program covers a broad range of disciplines across the natural sciences and engineering, and it regularly attracts many applicants from all over the world. For the present article, we draw on a subset of the material we have collected. This includes the complete application documents (CV, short research proposal including budget plan, letters of recommendation) and review reports from 14 applications. In addition, we draw on anonymized semi-structured interviews with 11 referees and 5 applicants. Lasting between 45 and 90 minutes, the interviews were recorded and transcribed in full.

The fellowship program operates with an evaluative process that is divided into three phases. In the first phase, the program officers screen applications to sort out obviously underqualified candidates. The remaining applications are sent out to a group of four to six external referees each. These referees assess applications individually, without meeting, and provide assessments through written reports. In addition to originality and feasibility of the research proposal, the evaluation form requires referees to judge the scientific merits and potential of the candidates on the basis of their CVs. Referees are asked to explicitly compare the applicants to the most accomplished researchers in their field: 'Does the candidate have the potential to belong to the worldwide top of his/her field?' 'To what extent have the achievements of the candidate gone beyond the state of the art?' Referees provide elaborate answers in open-ended text boxes. Applicants may suggest qualified referees from their field, provided that there are no conflicts of interest through collaborative or personal relations. Further referees are chosen from among previously successful applicants and on the basis of suggestions by in-house researchers. In the third and final phase, the review reports are forwarded to a separate committee of reputed academics (typically an even mix of local and international researchers) who are tasked with establishing a definitive ranking on the basis of the detailed assessments of the external referees.

Our analysis here focuses on the evaluative activity in the second stage of this review process, that is, the work of the external referees who are asked to write reports on the basis of the submitted application materials. While the official requirements regarding format are quite unspecific, the CVs we collected were remarkably homogenous in their structure. They sequentially document educational and employment history, awards and successful grant applications, teaching experience, community service, and a comprehensive publication list. The latter is subdivided into journal articles and other forms of output such as chapters in edited volumes. Almost all CVs contain a significant number of citation-based metrics, such as the applicant's h-index, raw total citation count, and the journal impact factors of individual venues (if available). We would assume that this high degree of uniformity has something to do with the selectivity and prestigious nature of the fellowship. The applicants who make it to the external review phase generally have impressive formal career trajectories, and thus constitute a subset of scientists who have learned to adhere to the CV conventions of the most prestigious institutions in Western Europe, the US, and Asia.

While organizational aspects such as specific review modalities and the format of application materials should be taken into account in interpreting our empirical analysis (cf. [@bibr35-0306312719864164]), review processes should not be understood as bounded events to be studied in isolation ([@bibr24-0306312719864164]). Instead, the very activity of evaluation for peer review is itself a distributed practice that is learned through repetition and socialization. Although our interviews typically started off with questions about the review process for this specific fellowship, our respondents usually contextualized their statements by drawing on rich experience from previous evaluation situations in various, often international settings (other fellowship programs, grant frameworks on national and European levels, competitive tenure processes). All respondents are relatively mature scientists from the assistant professor level upwards, and as such have experience in the roles of both evaluator and applicant for fellowships and grants. When speaking about the interpretation of CVs, their perspective often tended to oscillate between the two roles.

Following the basic premises of grounded theory ([@bibr11-0306312719864164]), we began coding our transcripts according to an emergent and iteratively refined set of themes. It quickly turned out that the mutually constitutive relation between the lived experience of scientists and their evaluative use of CVs would become a particularly prominent topic. This also prompted us to make slight revisions to our interview guide as we went along in the data collection, thus allowing us to pose more specific questions about the intricacies of interpreting biobibliographic information. Naturally, this interest has tended to emphasize the interpretive reflexivity of referees, thus creating a certain analytical contrast to studies that were designed to highlight the pragmatic constraints of evaluative situations ([@bibr26-0306312719864164]; [@bibr34-0306312719864164]; [@bibr42-0306312719864164]).

Empirical analysis {#section5-0306312719864164}
==================

Calibrating expectations towards the CV {#section6-0306312719864164}
---------------------------------------

A rather common stance among our respondents is that the interpretation of CVs is a matter of proper contextualization. Biobibliographic information, many believe, can provide a meaningful basis for judging scientific potential, but needs to be assessed by standards suitable for the respective field and career stage of a researcher. Such considerations were often brought up when we asked our respondents how they interpret publication lists, citation scores, and grant application track records, and what role such evidence plays in evaluative decisions. For example, a referee in the field of robotics indicated that there is significant diversity in publication rhythms and citation-based metrics across fields that he feels must be taken into account to ensure fair assessment:"Of course, I can judge people in my field but if sometimes I look at people that are doing robotics and something different, you see that it's much easier to publish in other fields or much harder. If you work in neuroscience, you're happy if you publish one journal paper in your PhD. If robotics, maybe you expect a bit more. That changes a lot. Also, if you look at the impact factor of the journals, it varies a lot. (Interview, assistant professor of robotics, France)"

Many interviewees explained that the interpretation of CVs requires calibrating expectations, in the sense that referees draw on their own experience to set suitable standards of productivity and success. When interpreting CVs, these researchers operate with an experience-based understanding in which they relate organizational and epistemic features of particular forms of research to aspects such as publication rhythm and funding modalities. For example, a senior theoretical physicist indicated that research in her field ideally involves developing innovative theoretical ideas and exploring them through complex numerical simulations. As she can tell from personal experience, such work often takes significant preparation, and hence results in a relatively slow publication turnover when compared to 'high throughput' fields such as biomedicine. This, she argued, must be taken into account when interpreting output figures:"\[S\]o what people are looking for are, uhm, good ideas and new ... theoretical ideas, theoretical innovation. Or, ah, impressive numerical simulation, so taking ideas and turning them into a physical result through numerical simulation and that typically takes, I would say, in the order of years rather than months. So it's quite a different field to many others because the time to publication can be quite long and that is something that actually is difficult when you're judged against people in other fields where publishing is a lot faster. (Interview, professor of theoretical physics, Ireland)"

But calibration should not be understood only in quantitative terms. Referees do not draw on their own experience just to derive standards of publication productivity, citation metrics or acquired grant sums, but also to define aspects such as the relative prestige of particular journals, funding bodies, and institutions. This does not mean that referees will necessarily calibrate their expectations in identical ways, even if they work on identical research problems -- researchers may still disagree when it comes to identifying the most prestigious publication venues in a given field, or whether candidates should publish two or three papers per year to be considered excellent. The unifying feature of this practice of calibration lies elsewhere, namely in the enactment of a principally unproblematic relation between scientific practice and the abstract categories through which it is represented in a CV.

In fact, when drawing on their individual practical experience to calibrate their expectations towards applicants' CVs, referees also buy into the conceptual assumptions that underpin biobibliographic categories -- the idea that the individual scientist is a useful level for assessment and comparison, the idea that publications are an expression of individual intellectual abilities, the notion that citations are a direct expression of scientific relevance, etc. The foundational abstraction that enables the representation of unique career biographies in terms of standardized CV categories is thereby reconciled with the referees' personal understandings of practice. Of particular importance to the continued success of this interpretive maneuver, we suggest, are situations where an applicant's achievements clearly coincide with the referees' substantive judgment of the underlying research problems. Every once in a while, there are applicants who have successfully tackled what referees deem particularly difficult questions or methodological challenges, and who also have succeeded in producing high-impact publications on that basis. The coincidence of an applicant's choice of challenging topics and subsequent publication success is then taken to confirm the viability of publication track record as a basis for evaluation. Below is a characteristic example from a review report:"\[The applicant's\] pedigree shows that not only is she scientifically very productive, she also has the uncanny ability to realize her (large and ambitious) circuits and make them work using unfamiliar new principles. ... The considerable number of patents and best paper awards testify of the great abilities of \[the applicant\]. (Review report, electrical engineering)"

In other words, the practice of calibration can best be conceptualized as a rationalization process. Referees draw on their experience to set expectations, but in the process also reinterpret and update their understanding of scientific practice according to the assumptions that underpin CV categories. Having achieved such mutual alignment, information such as publications, citations, and successful grant applications can be treated as direct expressions of the intellectual capabilities of an applicant and thus as a framework for comparison. A typical feature of this way of reading CVs is moreover that they are commonly interpreted according to a temporal logic ([@bibr27-0306312719864164]; [@bibr42-0306312719864164]). This means that achievements -- in particular publications and citations -- are seen as milestones in a career from which referees make inferences about the (gradually unfolding) intellectual potential of a researcher. Such temporal interpretation is of particular importance in the assessment of younger researchers. Referees often try to discern significant positive or negative trends on the basis of the first few years of academic employment:"\[The applicant\] does not belong to the 'worldwide top in her field'. This is clearly apparent from the fact that no significant publication resulted from four years as a postdoctoral fellow in the laboratory of \[a reputed scientist\] at \[an elite biomedical laboratory in the US\]. (Review report, biomedicine)So I would argue that \[the applicant\] already is a top researcher in her field, but as the strong gradient of her research recognition and the relatively few years of her academic research indicate, she has the clear potential to rise even further -- and I have no doubt that she will do so. (Review report, mathematics)"

The principle of calibrating expectations regarding productivity and success presupposes that referees assume a reasonable degree of coincidence between their own research experience and that of the applicant. However, in practice, referees are often asked to judge CVs that are not in the particular area of research they are themselves working on, but in areas that are imagined to be 'overlapping', 'related', or 'adjacent'. Many of the referees we interviewed stated that they try to take into account differences in the epistemic and material organization of different specialties by adjusting their expectations regarding such factors as publication rhythm, citation figures, and grant sums according to their idea of this partly understood, but also somewhat unfamiliar, research practice. In the following, a referee specialized in algebraic geometry explains his expectations towards the publication productivity of applicants across the vast area of mathematics.

R:

Well, even within mathematics it's a little bit different from field to field, but I would say, as a general guideline, if somebody wants to be active, one to two good journal papers a year. ... in statistics, mathematical statistics, people publish much more than, for example, than in pure algebra. ... \[M\]aybe statistics is simply easier. In applied statistics you can count I don't know what ... and you publish a paper about it.

WK:

Okay, and in pure algebra?

R:

Well, you have to produce something better than 300 years of mankind before tried to do in difficult questions. Then it takes a little bit more time. (Interview, professor of mathematics, Switzerland)

This exchange suggests that referees take normatively inflected choices in the process of calibration. The proposed comparison of the relative difficulty of research problems reveals a value-laden judgment: Researchers in pure algebra tackle the really fundamental mathematical questions people have been struggling with, whereas statistics is a relatively 'easy' form of research by comparison. This serves to justify a relatively low bar regarding the sheer publication output referees should expect from their colleagues in algebra.

In addition, the exchange highlights a subtle performative effect of the calibration approach. The informant first makes a rough observation about the typical publication rhythm of mathematicians, based on his own longstanding experience in the area of pure algebra. This move establishes the general legitimacy of publication output as a relevant basis for assessment, as well as a standard of 'normal' productivity. The referee then points to mathematical statistics as an exceptional case -- although he does not have any personal experience in that area, he has observed statisticians publishing at a fast pace. His tentative conclusion is that it may 'simply \[be\] easier' to produce a paper in statistics. The suggested causal explanation that this is perhaps due to the more data-driven character of the field ('you can count I don't know what') is offered more as an afterthought that rationalizes the observed differences in publication rhythm. This again implies that the calibration approach is not just a one-way process of deriving expectations from personal experience of scientific work. There is also a movement in the inverse direction, in which scientific practice is (re)interpreted through the lens of biobibliographic categories. Referees applying the calibration approach are thus able to treat substantive differences in the organization of fields as mere differences of scale, which allows them to extend the reach of their supposedly experience-based judgment to other areas of study.

Branching out {#section7-0306312719864164}
-------------

In the calibration approach presented above, the comparison of abstract career accounts and the referee's experience of how research is organized always ends up confirming the foundational conceptual assumptions that underpin the CV (i.e. the individual scientist is considered an unproblematic level of comparison, citations are seen as a direct reflection of scientific relevance, etc.). The implicit comparative script built into the CV is imported into the situated review process and directly followed to assess applicants. Another interpretive approach can be characterized by its very suspicion towards the conceptual assumptions that enable the straightforward comparison of biobibliographic information. Referees draw on their own experience to critically examine the 'purification' that is performed as the applicants' work lives are translated into CV categories, and to reconstruct some of that original richness to create an alternative conceptual basis for assessment.

A number of astrophysicists in our interview sample illustrated the practice when they touched on the difficulty of using CV information to assess the achievements and potential of researchers in Big Science. As is well known, research in some fields has become so resource-intensive that contributions can only be made through the collaborative use of large-scale instrumentation for collecting and analyzing data. Such collaboration is often underpinned by international contractual arrangements that commit participating institutions to certain kinds of investments in shared infrastructure. In return, those institutions are free to send a certain contingent of scientists to become part of the joint projects. The research results of Big Science are circulated in the shape of articles published by dozens, hundreds, or even thousands of co-authors, who are often listed alphabetically. For the case of high-energy physics, [@bibr30-0306312719864164] has argued that this goes along with a uniquely collective organization of knowledge production in which reputational competition between individual scientists is much less pronounced than in organizationally smaller-scale and more fragmented fields such as molecular biology. However, more critical accounts (e.g. [@bibr4-0306312719864164]) suggest that the degree of competition in Big Science is not simply lower in absolute terms, but rather takes a more implicit form. Our own material would seem to complicate both stances.

A pervasive opinion among the astrophysicists we interviewed is that traditional authorship-related information provided on CVs is frequently not of much use for assessing applicants for individual funding programs and fellowships in their field. One established astrophysicist framed this in especially vivid terms. The publication list of a scientist, he said, may contain many highly cited papers just because that individual has been allowed 'to push a button' in telescope-based data collection or a particular collaborative experiment, given the contractual obligation that comes with the jointly funded astrophysical research infrastructure:"\[S\]o the very fact that you're part of the team, and you're part of the team because your organization pays some money ... so if somebody pays for you, you have the right to push a button and ... and put your name on a paper and then if you count the citations of this paper, there is no link between the person and the citation ... indicators have no value in terms of selecting the right people. If you just select people coming from a collaboration, if you have 300 people that you don't know, you ... you can't distinguish between them. (Interview, senior researcher in astrophysics, Italy)"

Far from being a useful basis for comparing scientists, the foundational abstraction that underpins publication and citation data on CVs here poses a challenge for 'good' assessment, given the mismatch between the collaborative character of much astrophysics research and the focus of bibliometric evidence on the individual. At the same time, our interview partners expressed diverging opinions on what specific kinds of information are actually lost through pervasive 'hyper-authorship' ([@bibr14-0306312719864164]). The astrophysicist quoted just above specifically regrets the difficulty of discerning individually excellent scientists, given the tendency of the individual to disappear behind the collective of co-authors in big collaborations. To create an alternative basis for assessment, he draws on and triangulates CV information that is not based on journal publications. A particular important evaluative criterion for him is whether applicants for funding have a track record of conference presentations. According to his experience in many large-scale scientific undertakings, researchers who introduce and defend collective work in public are often the ones who also provide important ideas and leadership in the underlying projects. Contributing to the proceedings of a big conference, he suggested, is a 'better indicator ... than a full \[journal\] paper', because it actually provides a useful proxy for judging the grit and individual abilities of a scientist. Aside from this, the astrophysicist tries to simply avoid using biobibliographic evidence as a basis for assessing the quality of applicants, unless he already knows them or gets the chance to interview them personally.

However, another astrophysicist framed the problem of abstraction in CVs in a subtly different way. The respondent similarly explained that journal publications are not of much use for the purpose of selecting worthwhile applicants in the context of very large collaborative formats -- while it would be odd if a candidate had no such publications, the sheer fact of being a coauthor is an insufficient basis for assessing his or her potential. However, while the previous respondent deemed very long lists of authors problematic because they make it impossible to assess individual intellectual capabilities, this second researcher was primarily worried about the difficulty of judging collaborative qualities in an applicant. Big science, he explained, means not just the possibility of gratuitous publications, but also -- and perhaps more importantly -- that scientists are formally included in a collective regardless of whether they actually work well as part of a team:"Also, in a subtle way you try to, without being explicit, figure out the way he relates to other people, and in these big collaborations this is a relevant fact. You know, a theoretical physicist can be completely obnoxious, but he's in his own corner and it's okay. But if you work in collaboration with other people being obnoxious is not a good quality. (Interview professor of astrophysics, Brazil)"

As in the previous example, this respondent tries to draw on other information to form judgment on the relevant criteria for review. However, in line with his interest in social skills and the collaborative spirit of applicants, he is interested in different types of sources. One part of his review routine is to scan CVs for evidence that an applicant has previously been entrusted with significant administrative tasks and community responsibilities, since this can be read as a testimony to reliability and altruism. Moreover, this astrophysicist actively draws on personal networks for peer review purposes, that is, trusted colleagues who might know the candidate personally and are able to comment on his or her ability to fit into a team. A crucial aspect thus is not necessarily the individual 'brilliance' of a candidate, but rather his or her ability to contribute to the research collective of the particular institution at hand:"There is always this personal issue, wherever you can you should ask people who work close-by, 'How is this person?' This is essential. Sometimes you have people who are not great scientists, in a sense, but they are very strong in ... depending on the institution, and that is very important, too. (Interview, professor of astrophysics, Brazil)"

The examples discussed in this section show that the role of CVs in peer review for Big Science is distinct from organizationally smaller-scale fields. In the previous mode of interpreting CVs, biobibliographic categories seem to exert a certain pull on the work of the referees, in the sense that the calibration of expectations reifies the underlying conceptual assumptions. The specific characteristics of Big Science, by contrast, mean that referees habitually need to problematize a central element of these assumptions, namely the idea that journal publications and citation data indicate the creativity and abilities of a scientist. Referees here cannot simply follow the comparative script built into the CV, but instead tend to 'branch out' to create alternative conceptual bases for comparing applicants. The analysis also shows that referees take different directions in the process, depending on how they interpret the nature of the gap created as concrete research practice in Big Science is translated into bibliographic evidence -- it can either be seen as a problem for assessing the intellectual potential of individuals, or for assessing their collaborative qualities (cf. [@bibr23-0306312719864164]).

Repairing the CV {#section8-0306312719864164}
----------------

The previous two forms of drawing on CVs' information to assess the potential of a researcher have in common that they are perceived as relatively commonsensical. To be sure, the case of astrophysics showed a practice where the administrative notion of authorship is critically examined and worked around in diverging ways, depending on the emphasis that individual referees place on the individual versus the collective as a relevant organizational level. While this leaves the referees with an interesting form of conceptual discretion, the more basic notion that highly collaborative work makes the category of journal publications relatively meaningless for evaluation is generally taken for granted. In this section, we will discuss a more intentionally controversial variant of mobilizing biobibliographic information for review purposes. The specificity of this approach lies in its intention to 'repair' what referees perceive as bad practice in the use of CVs for assessment.

A recurrent concern among some of our respondents was that the informational value of CVs is becoming increasingly problematic in a principal way, insofar as résumés are subject to attempts of researchers to optimize their chances in evaluative situations ([@bibr9-0306312719864164]; [@bibr13-0306312719864164]). More specifically, a number of senior researchers observed longitudinal shifts in the length and composition of publication lists. One professor of civil and environmental engineering explained that early career paths in her field have become more differentiated in recent decades. Graduates need to make early decisions about whether they wish to opt for an academic as opposed to an industrial career, so that they can build up the necessary credentials. As a result of this increased competition, young researchers with academic ambitions tend to have many more publications than was the case when our interview partner was at the corresponding career stage. She ascribes this development at least partly to the increasing prevalence of questionable publication practices, such as splitting up results into artificially small units. Such 'salami-slicing' can actually make it more difficult to judge and compare the intellectual potential of applicants:"So my PhD students now are graduating with as many publications as I had when I went up for tenure. ... there tends to be a focus on quantity over quality, which is not so say that the publications are bad, but the contribution -- you often have to read three or four papers before you see the real contribution .... \[I\]t seems to me ... that people are sort of dividing up their work into small slices to have more .... \[T\]he productivity and the numbers are the most important thing often... You know -- I go to conferences sometimes where some of the senior faculty have 25 papers ... it's a mark of their dynasty if you will, their students and their grants. But it's also ridiculous. (Interview, professor of civil and environmental engineering, US)"

Referees can deal with changes in publishing practices in different ways. One option -- embraced by some of our interview partners -- is to apply a variant of the above-described practice of calibrating expectations towards publication output figures. Three or four small contributions can, for example, be treated as an equivalent intellectual achievement of a single publication from 20 or 30 years earlier. Others, however, do not merely choose to adjust their expectations, but instead attempt to induce change in those very publishing practices themselves. The engineer quoted above is particularly explicit about this. She uses her role as referee and head of tenure committees in her institution to promote an approach of fewer publications with more substantive contributions over what she describes as artificially 'inflated' publication lists:"You know -- by the time a CV comes to me, I can't really comment too much on it, but I do have the opportunity as the chair to interact with new faculty as they start the process and so I can emphasize the -- you know -- we care more about the quality of the work and the contributions that you're making to the field... so we rather see fewer publications in high quality journals than 25 publications -- you know -- in sort of marginal venues. Now, whether that can make a difference I don't know, but I do feel that changing the field in this way is, it's up to senior faculty ... it's like grade inflation like you have, someone has to put the brakes or otherwise it's just going to escalate. (Interview, professor of civil and environmental engineering, US)"

More generally, this researcher tries to contribute to altering values usually placed on authorship of journal publications in peer review for both tenure and funding decisions. This includes acknowledging mentorship of graduate students as a relevant part of academic work. Another aspect is to more highly value other forms of publications, in particular chapters in edited volumes. The latter may be particularly useful for judging academic potential of candidates precisely because they are not heavily refereed and normally do not count much in formal evaluation settings. This, the respondent reasons, makes them a venue where academics actually pursue their real intellectual interests, and without being driven by the rationales of career development:"Yeah, so the edited volumes are one of these formats where you do have the latitude to say what you really think \[amusement\] .... Those don't count very much in, as a measure of productivity, but they are the kind of thing that gets circulated more and read, I think."

The attempt to 'repair' the use of bibliographic information in evaluative decisions is thus spurred by the ability of this particular referee to observe profound systemic developments in the career system and publishing conventions in civil engineering over a long period of time. Looking back at 30 years of experience, she posits that publication practices in the 1980s were comparatively more aligned with the epistemic organization of research, in the sense of amounting to a desirable partition between individual contributions that suits human reading habits. In a neat illustration of Goodhart's law (e.g. [@bibr54-0306312719864164]), the ever-tighter alignment of peer review and recruitment processes with the assumptions that underpin publication and citation data in academic CVs is perceived to have diminished the value of publication lists for judging scientific potential. The comparative script implicit in the CV is thus seen as distorting force if allowed to uncritically inform evaluative decision-making. The proposed solution is to realign peer review around alternative bases of comparison, for example more collectively oriented forms of achievement and forms of output that have remained 'uncorrupted' by researchers' strategic considerations.

Discussion {#section9-0306312719864164}
==========

We have argued that CVs and the information they contain do not enter peer review processes as some kind of monolithic ahistorical entity. Instead, the representational function of biographical evidence is effectively renegotiated in every review situation. Under the label of 'calibration', we first described a convention according to which referees ascribe the CV an unproblematic relation to actual scientific practice. Particular categories and indicators here are used to straightforwardly compare researchers, for example in the sense of defining 'gradients' of success on the basis of publications and acquired funding. The result is similar to the empirical argument of the judgment devices literature ([@bibr26-0306312719864164]; [@bibr42-0306312719864164]), insofar as the CV is used to reduce the complexity of the evaluative situation. Our analysis draws attention to the subtle performative mechanisms through which the perceived fit between scientific practice and biobibliographic categories is achieved in the first place. When referees mobilize their personal experience of scientific work to set expectations towards a CV, they also update their understandings of that work. Lived experience is reinterpreted through the lens of publication lists and citation data, thereby reaffirming the legitimacy of the CV as a technology for representing academic careers.

However, there is also a diametrically opposed possibility -- what we call the 'repair' approach. Here, referees simply do not manage to reconcile their lived experience of practice with central biobibliographic assumptions, for example that authorship of journal articles indicates originality and that the number of publications is a useful proxy for productivity. The reason is not that these referees have somehow more time for review work or funding to distribute, and can therefore afford to be more considerate in assessing biographical evidence. The case rather drives home a point made by [@bibr53-0306312719864164], who draws attention to the fact that comparisons must also be perceived as viable in a normative sense. Stengers argues that the legitimacy of a comparison, especially in the context of scientific work, often rests on the impression that it comes easily -- the juxtaposed entities should lend themselves to the comparison. If this condition is not met, the comparison risks being rejected as problematic and contrived. In the empirical case we discuss, a key source of irritation is the longitudinal dimension of the comparison, which makes the referee trip over questionable publication practices that were not common during the early stages of her own career. Importantly, the referee also tries to use her institutional authority to actively induce change in how young researchers go about building up their résumé. The conduct of peer review here has thus prompted an intentional attempt to reshape CV conventions, to hinder the creeping reorganization of scientific practice that comes with the widespread 'salami-slicing' of publications.

One might object that our analysis of the 'repair' approach gives disproportionate room to what is perhaps no more than a minority of senior scientists who are particularly concerned about the future of their fields. After all, there is no shortage of testimonies according to which the peer review system is increasingly dysfunctional, given the difficulty to find committed referees and a tidal wave of uncritically used indicators ([@bibr8-0306312719864164]; [@bibr58-0306312719864164]). But lest this finding be discounted as an outlier or an artifact of our own research interest, we propose a parallel between the 'repair' approach to CVs and recent initiatives like the [@bibr16-0306312719864164] and [@bibr50-0306312719864164]. These have channeled an apparently widely felt concern about 'unintended effects' of evaluation and systemic problems surrounding the inflation of academic credentials, with the aim of combating problematic assessment practices on various organizational levels of the scientific enterprise. It is also worth noting that these interventions are perfectly compatible with a concern for efficiency in peer review ([@bibr34-0306312719864164]). As our own findings suggest, reification of CV categories can result in a surfeit of overly standardized or incremental research products which diminishes their informational value for evaluation. The long-term effect is that peer review becomes more laborious, because referees will find it more difficult to make meaningful comparisons between researchers.

Here it is instructive to consider the evaluative use of CVs in astrophysics. Due to the organizational characteristics of Big Science, researchers in this field have acknowledged that authorship-related categories often carry little informational value for comparing the scientific potential of peers. Astrophysicists resolve the mismatch between highly collaborative work and the administrative fiction of purely individual achievements through situated interpretive choices. Metaphorically speaking, the black box of authorship is habitually left open. Referees regularly branch out from the comparative script of the CV and draw on their personal experience to create diverse alternative bases for assessment. Perhaps this should not be interpreted as a failure of the astrophysics community to close the gap between a collaborative research culture and the focus of the CV on the individual. Instead, it could be seen as the basis for a productive coexistence of evaluative registers, one register that focuses on the intellectual capabilities of particular scientists, and another that emphasizes more the collective as the relevant site of innovation ([@bibr23-0306312719864164]). This could point to an important precondition for effective peer review also in other fields. What if we thought of peer review not so much as a way of ensuring a 'fit' between evaluated phenomena and scientific quality criteria, but rather as an inherently generative inquiry (cf. [@bibr19-0306312719864164]) that must regularly problematize and reshape evaluative categories to maintain its ability to select original contributions?

In any case, our findings emphasize the need to take into account a more detailed understanding of the CV in future studies of peer review. While the assessment of CVs is typically only one part of review processes, our empirical analysis shows that the use of biobibliographical information can significantly influence review decisions on a fundamental conceptual level. It does so by creating a need for referees to choose between different ways of drawing on the representational assumptions built into a CV. Essentially, they can (1) choose to import the comparative script of the CV into the situated review process and compare individual scientists according to standardized categories, (2) use the script in a selective fashion and branch out where categories appear problematic or not useful, or (3) decide that the CV script is flawed and constitutes a potential source of distortion in peer review. This fundamental choice precedes the possibility of comparing applicants on the basis of particular indicators (cf. [@bibr49-0306312719864164]), and it arguably has important implications for how referees approach other parts of the review process, such as interviews and the assessment of research proposals.
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